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ABSTRACT

Currently, the online movie streaming business is growing rapidly, such as Netflix, Disney+, Amazon Prime Video, HBO, and Apple TV. The recommender system helps customers in getting information about movies that are in accordance with their wishes. Meanwhile, the development of messaging platform technology has made it easier for many people to communicate instantly. Utilizing a messaging platform to build a recommender system for movies, provides special benefits because people often access the messaging platform all the time. In the Indonesian language, there are many slang terms that the system must recognize. In this study, we build a chatbot on a messaging platform which users can interact with the system in natural language (in Indonesian language) and get recommendations. We use rule-based and maximum likelihood as a method in natural language processing (NLP), and content-based filtering for the recommendation process. The recommender system interaction is built through a conversation mechanism that will form a conversational recommender system. The interaction is based on a chatbot which is built using Dialogflow and implemented on the telegram. We use the accuracy of recommendations and user satisfaction to evaluate the system performance. The results obtained from the user study indicate that the NLP approach provides a positive experience for users. In addition, the system also produces an accuracy value of 83%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The online video streaming business is growing rapidly at this time, along with the development of high-speed internet (4G and 5G). Many platforms play in this area, such as Netflix, Disney+, HBO Max, Hulu, Apple TV, and Paramount. Information overload in this movie domain makes users need a recommender system to help them get the movies they want. In addition to the movie domain, recommender systems have also been developed in many other domains, such as tourism, e-commerce, and culinary [1], [2], [3]. Along with the development of artificial intelligence technology in the field of natural language recognition, a form of recommender system has been developed that allows a two-way mechanism between the user and the system (a conversational mechanism). The conversational recommender system (CRS) is a knowledge-based recommender system that allows users to interact with the system through a question-and-answer mechanism. This CRS is built as a solution to create an interactive system so that users can more
freely express their needs. Sometimes in everyday life, the user is not necessarily able to express specific needs at the beginning of the interaction, so the iterative conversation is expected to reflect the user’s needs.

In this study, we develop a chatbot-based CRS, in which user and system interact in natural language. However, in the Indonesian language, there are lots of slang terms and lots of ways for people to express something. We must develop a chatbot that is able to recognize these slang terms. Thus, this chatbot utilizes natural language processing (NLP) so that the system is able to understand the sentences of the user. Related research in the area of the conversational recommender system that utilizes NLP has been carried out by Nica et al. [4] in the tourism domain. The study used the concept of model-based diagnosis and Shannon’s information entropy. This approach can solve the CRS problems, i.e., the inconsistency between chatbot knowledge and user requirements.

Several researchers developed chatbots for recommender systems. Colace et al. [5] developed a chatbot system using Petri Net to recommend vehicle tires. The research got the results of giving correct recommendations by 65.32%, giving correct recommendations but not in accordance with user needs by 13.87%, and giving wrong recommendations by 20.81%. Vaira et al. [6] also developed a chatbot to provide relevant instructions to pregnant women and families with young children based on the current situation. CRS is built using the NLP approach to process text sent by the user. This CRS uses the Microsoft Bot framework and is implemented on the Telegram platform. Meanwhile, Dalton et al. [7] built a chatbot, “Vote Goat” that can receive voice input. This chatbot recommends movies using Dialogflow and is implemented on the Google Assistant platform.

The novel approach proposed by Baizal et al. [8], in which the interaction in CRS is based on product functional requirements. This CRS utilizes ontology to build interactions (asking questions, providing recommendations and explanations). The results of this study indicate that the system can increase user confidence on the recommendations. However, in this system, users express their needs by choosing options that are provided by the system, thereby reducing the freedom of users to express their needs. Meanwhile, Dalton et al. [7] can provide users with very accurate movie recommendations. However, the system does not have a good conversation flow yet. Based on these two problems, we propose a movie CRS that allows users to provide feedback to the system in the form of natural language. We use the tools in Dialogflow to conduct training in recognizing slang in the Indonesian language. In this study, we used the movie database (TMDB) dataset. Currently, no prior works that develop movie CRS in natural languages, especially for the Indonesian language.

The recommender system is able to filter information to overcome information overload [9] by filtering important information and making predictions for the user about the product/information/goods that the user might like. The recommender system is beneficial for service providers and users because it can reduce users’ search time for products/goods [10], [11]. In general, there are three approaches to developing recommender systems, such as: collaborative filtering [12], content-based filtering [13], and hybrid filtering [14]. The recommender system has been widely used to provide product recommendations to customers, especially in the e-commerce field.

To ensure the user’s flexibility in expressing needs, CRS must be able to interact in natural language. There are several CRS developed, such as chit-chat, informational chat, and task-oriented chat. Chit-chat focuses on human-like interactions or provides attractive responses to users. Informational chat focuses on helping users or answering user questions, while task-oriented chat focuses on helping users complete specific tasks such as making online bookings [15].

A chatbot is a program that can interact with users via text or voice. The chatbot was initially developed using regular expression (regex) to understand word order patterns, which are named by ELIZA [16]. Based on Gartner’s prediction [17], the market for chatbots will increase, such that in 2021, more than 50% of companies will focus more on creating chatbots than developing mobile apps. Chatbots allow interaction between humans and computers by using language that humans can understand [4]. Chatbots allow communication between humans and computers, such as communication between humans and each other [6].

2. RESEARCH METHOD

In this study, we use two methods of NLP, i.e., rule-based, and maximum likelihood. Rule-based is a method to categorize a word (give a tag) based on grammar, such as verbs and objects in [18], [19]. The well-known tagger, Brill tagger [20] has been adapted to many languages. In the language model, the maximum likelihood is used to calculate the probability of a word occurring based on the previous word [21]. The language model is represented by $N$-grams. Some examples of $N$-grams in language models are [22]:

- Unigram: $P(w_1, n) = P(w_1) P(w_2) \ldots P(w_n)$
- Bigram: $P(w_{1:n}) = P(w_1) P(w_2|w_1) \ldots P(w_n|w_{n-1})$
- Trigram: $P(w_{1:n}) = P(w_1) P(w_2|w_1) P(w_3|w_1, 2) \ldots P(w_n|w_{n-2}, n-1)$.
In the unigram model, each word stands alone so that the probability results are based on each word itself. For the bigram model, the probability of words that appear is influenced by the previous word. Meanwhile, in the trigram model, the probability of words that appear is influenced by the two previous words. In this study, we use the bigram method.

2.1. System design

Recently, there have been many tools and platforms for creating chatbots. The development of the chatbot ecosystem allows many features to be released every day. In this study, we used Dialogflow because it currently supports 16 languages, including Indonesian. In addition, the documentation provided is quite complete and supports several messaging platforms such as Line, Telegram, and Slack. We use rule-based, maximum likelihood, and hybrid to train the intent.

The chatbot will attract the user’s interest with a few questions as shown in Figure 1. Each interaction between user-messaging apps will be captured as well as processed by the API. After that, the results of the process will be matched with the database available on the server. The command results will be forwarded by Dialogflow in the form of a response to the message application in the form of an answer that is passed on to the user. Users interact with the system via the Telegram platform by greeting the chatbot or by giving orders. The text from the user is processed by the Dialogflow API. The text will be matched with the intent created in the Dialogflow through the ngrok webhook, then proceed with the GET Request process on the REST API from TMDB. The results of the GET request will be returned to Dialogflow in JSON form and will be displayed to telegram via an intermediary (webhook) ngrok as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. System design](image)

Before the system delivers recommendations, Dialogflow performs natural language processing based on user input. Dialogflow allows us to build a natural language-based conversational user interface. There are two main components in Dialogflow to support this task:

- Agent: acting as a virtual agent for processing conversations with users.
- Intents: categorizing conversations. When the user sends a text, the intent will match the best possible intent in the agent.

The intent matching process is shown in Figure 3. The agent receives user input, then continues with the intent matching process that matches the input from the user with intent, training phrases, as well as action and parameters. The training process is carried out by providing several examples of user input that will be automatically processed by Dialogflow. Figure 4 shows an example of training phrases from users who use slang in the Indonesian language.

To get the preferred genre or movie, Dialogflow provides genre entities as shown in Figure 5. The genre entity aims to match the genre or movie title with the user’s text. Dialogflow uses two natural language processing methods, i.e., rule-based, and maximum likelihood. Dialogflow will use rule-based if the intent contains a small number of training phrases, and the maximum likelihood method if the intent has a lot of training phrases.
By training phrases, the system can mark several words as important pieces of information for data extraction. Figure 6 shows a case where the system wants to find out what movie genre the user likes. In the training phrases, we know that after the word genre, the genre variable will be taken, so when the user enters the word “Saya suka genre action” (English: “I like the action genre”), the system can retrieve the “action” as a genre variable. Another example is when a user inputs a word that does not contain a genre variable, the system will ask for the movie genre again.

![Chatbot architecture](image)

**Figure 2. Chatbot architecture**

![Matching intent process](image)

**Figure 3. Matching intent process**

*Movie recommender chatbot based on Dialogflow (Zinke Abdurahman Baizal)*
Training phrases

- add user expression
- gak tau judul filmnya
- gatau judulnya
- aduh lupa
- aduh lupa judul filmnya
- lupa
- tidak ingat
- aku tidak tau judul filmnya
- aduh saya lupa judul filmnya
- aku tidak ingat
- saya tidak ingat judulnya

Figure 4. The example of training phase from user (in Indonesian language)

Figure 5. Example of entity genre
Figure 6. The illustration of system finds out movie genre the user likes

The recommendation process begins by looking for the details of the movie that the user likes. The system looks for similarities with other movie items based on genre, overview, and keywords by combining them. Then the system calculates the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and similarities (cosine similarity) to other movies in the database. The process of calculating the cosine similarity is carried out by the TMDB API.

2.2. Pre-processing

The system normalizes TF using (1). Let $N$ is total of terms in a document, and $\text{term}$ is the total of appearing of particular term, then normalized TF obtained by (1).

$$\text{Normalized TF} = \frac{\text{term}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

After the normalization process, the system continues to calculate the inverse document frequency (IDF). This process is carried out to find the relevance of the document in accordance with the query. The IDF calculation uses (2).

$$\text{IDF} (t) = 1 + \log \frac{\text{Total number of document}}{\text{Number of document in term } t \text{ in it}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

For example, there are movies $P$ and $Q$. In this case, the user likes movie $P$ and then the system will determine the relevance between movie $P$ and movie $Q$. In determining this relevance, 3 categories of movie $P$ will be used: genre$_P$, overview$_P$, and keyword$_P$. In addition, 3 categories of movie $Q$ are also used: genre$_Q$, overview$_Q$, and keyword$_Q$. The category used can have more than 1 word, but in this example, only 1 word is used for each category of the movie. We assume that every word in the category of movies $P$ and $Q$ has been counted and the TF-IDF results are obtained as shown in Table 1.

Based on Table 1, the cosine similarity is obtained by (3)-(7),

$$\text{Cosine Similarity}(\text{Category}_P, \text{Category}_Q) = \frac{\text{Category}_P \cdot \text{Category}_Q}{||\text{Category}_P|| ||\text{Category}_Q||}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{Category}_P \cdot \text{Category}_Q = ((0.14) \times (0.14) + (0.70) \times (0.70) + (0.145 \times 0.70))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
\[ ||\text{Category}_P|| = ((0.14)^2 + (0.70)^2 + (0.145)^2) \]  
\[ ||\text{Category}_Q|| = ((0.14)^2 + (0.70)^2 + (0.70)^2) \]  
\[ \text{Cosine Similarity}(\text{Category}_P, \text{Category}_Q) = \frac{0.6111}{0.7284 \times 0.9997} = 0.83 \]  

Table 1. TF-IDF of movies P and Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>TF * IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>genreP</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overviewP</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keywordP</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genreQ</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overviewQ</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keywordQ</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. The CRS flow

Figure 7 shows the conversation flow in CRS. First, the system asks the preferred movie genre as shown in Figure 8(a), there are two possible answers, i.e.: i) user does not have an idea about the preferred movie title and ii) user has a preferred movie title. For the first one, the system will ask some movie genres. Since the system gets user’s answer, the system will provide the movie title according to the desired genre.

Since the system provides a movie recommendation and user like this, the system will ask for a maximum of three other movies that are predicted will be preferred by user (the most relevance movies), as shown in Figure 8(b). When user likes the recommended movie and say “sudah (enough)”, the system will stop the conversation. Otherwise, the system will ask questions about other movies.
If the user does not have a movie preference, then the system randomly provide movie recommendations as shown in Figure 9. The system will ask again whether the user accepts the recommendation. If user accepts the recommendation, the system will terminate the conversation. Otherwise, the system will recommend another movie (randomly).

Figure 8. CRS work in (a) asks movie genre from user and (b) recommends movies based on previous interaction as shown in Figure 8(a)

Figure 9. System asks movie titles and recommends movies
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Evaluation tools

The focus of CRS is to guide the user to express his needs, and also provide fluid interaction like a natural conversation between the user and a domain expert (or experienced sales assistant) [23]. Therefore, we evaluate this system by considering a user satisfaction survey. User experience is one of the aspects considered in evaluating a CRS [24]–[26]. The online questionnaire was given to 60 respondents who had used CRS. The respondent’s ages start from 17 to 22 years, and most of them are students. We choose this range because the users at these ages are considered active users, which still enthusiastic to watch movies, so they are familiar with the digital environment such as chatbot. There are 8 questions in the questionnaire, which observe user experience from some factors. Each question refers to 6 factors based on the evaluation method used by Baizal et al. [25], as: i) ease of understanding (EOU), ii) perceived recommendation quality (PRQ), iii) perceived efficiency (PE), iv) informative (INF), v) trust (TR), and vi) easy to use (ETU).

Both P5 and P6 are negative questions as shown in Table 2, the negative questions used to validate the consistency of user respond. User must be able to differentiate between positive sentence and negative sentence during the filling questionnaire, therefore we get a valid answer. The evaluation process actually started when we have hosted the application at our server. In the next step, user will be asked to interact with the chatbot. Finally, user fill the questionnaire based on his experience. Referring to system architecture shown in Figure 2, we build the testing environment divided into two parts, i.e., private service and public service. The private service was provided in on-premises server at the local campus network, including database storage layer element and backend computation. The private service is exposed to the public by using the Ngrok proxy, so the telegram bot-father is able to interact with the backend computation.

3.2. Analysis of the testing result

The user’s feedback is shown in Figure 10. Evaluation conducted on 60 respondents showed that the system was able to produce an accuracy of 83% for P8.

\[
Score = \frac{\sum Answer(Yes|No)}{\sum Respondent}
\]

In (8) shows the score value of respondents’ answers, with \(\sum Answer(Yes|No)\) being the number of answers Yes or No, and \(\sum Respondent\) is the total number of respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>EOU</td>
<td>Can you understand the conversation with the chatbot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>PRQ</td>
<td>Are you satisfied with the results of the proposed movie recommended by the chatbot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Can you get detailed movie information quickly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Can you easily get movie information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>ETU</td>
<td>Do you find it difficult to get movie information according to your wishes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>ETU</td>
<td>Do you find it difficult to use the chatbot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Are you interested in using this chatbot in the future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Did you manage to find a movie that suits your preferences?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of the questionnaire as shown in Figure 10 shows that the proposed system gets a positive response for each question. We notice that the user is quite satisfied when using the system. The results of the easy-to-use factor in questions P5 and P6 show that users feel it is easy to use. This result was supported by the ease of understanding factor in the P1 question with the results of 97% respondents giving a positive response. The results of the P8 indicate that the system can provide accurate recommendations with an accuracy of 83%. Hence, we notice that the results of the system recommendations are quite accurate. However, if there is a movie title that consists of more than one word, the system is sometimes unable to retrieve the complete movie title from user input. This will affect the results of the recommendations that will be given to users. In addition, when user does not know the title of the movie he likes, it would be better if the system also asks for the preferred actor so that the search results for the movie can be more specific.

However, as overall as shown in Figure 10, the questionnaire results of 6 testing factors, i.e., ease of understanding (EOU), perceived recommendation quality (PRQ), perceived efficiency (PE), informative (INF), trust (TR), and easy to use (ETU) show that the average yield obtained is above 80%. These results indicate that overall, the system built is able to provide a positive experience for users.
4. CONCLUSION

In this study, the proposed NLP-based CRS has an accuracy of 83% (high enough) in recommending movies. This accuracy value can change depending on the movie information contained in the system. In addition, the results of the questionnaire showed good results for the 6 factors asked: EOU, PRQ, PE, INF, TR, and ETU. The evaluation result shows that the proposed CRS can provide a good user experience in recommending movies because users feel flexible in expressing their needs.
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